Assessing cerebrovascular autoregulation from critical closing pressure and resistance area product during upright posture in aging and hypertension.
Static cerebral autoregulation (sCA) is believed to be resistant to aging and hypertensive pathology. However, methods to characterize autoregulation commonly rely on beat-by-beat mean hemodynamic measures and do not consider within-beat pulse wave characteristics that are impacted by arterial stiffening. We examined the role of critical closing pressure (CrCP) and resistance area product (RAP), two measures derived from the pulse wave, across supine lying, sitting, and standing postures in young adults, normotensive older adults, and older adults with controlled and uncontrolled hypertension (N = 80). Traditional measures of sCA, using both intracranial and extracranial methods, indicated similar efficiency across all groups, but within-beat measures suggested different mechanisms of regulation. At rest, RAP was increased in hypertension compared with young adults (P < 0.001), but CrCP was similar. In contrast, the drop in CrCP was the primary regulator of change in cerebrovascular resistance upon adopting an upright posture. Both CrCP and RAP demonstrated group-by-posture interaction effects (P < 0.05), with older hypertensive adults exhibiting a rise in RAP that was absent in other groups. The posture-related swings in CrCP and RAP were related to changes in both the pulsatile and mean components of arterial pressure, independent of age, cardiac output, and carbon dioxide. Group-by-posture differences in pulse pressure were mediated in part by an attenuated heart rate response in older hypertensive adults (P = 0.002). Examination of pulsatile measures in young, elderly, and hypertensive adults identified unique differences in how cerebral blood flow is regulated in upright posture.